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THE STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE OF COMPUTINGLONG-TIME BEHAVIOUR�1)Hai-jun Wu Rong-hua Li(Institute of Mathematis, Jilin University, Changhun 130023, China)AbstratThe objet of this paper is to establish the relation between stability and on-vergene of the numerial methods for the evolution equation ut�Au�f(u) = g(t)on Banah spae V , and to prove the long-time error estimates for the approxi-mation solutions. At �rst, we give the de�nition of long-time stability, and thenprove the fat that stability and ompatibility imply the uniform onvergene onthe in�nite time region. Thus, we establish a general frame in order to prove thelong-time onvergene. This frame inludes �nite element methods and �nite dif-ferene methods of the evolution equations, espeially the semilinear paraboli andhyperboli partial di�erential equations. As appliations of these results we provethe estimates obtained by Larsson [5℄ and Sanz-serna and Stuart [6℄.Key words: Stability, Compatibility, Covergene, Reation-di�usion equation, Long-time error estimates. 1. IntrodutionIn 1978, Ho�[3℄ onsidered the long-time behavior omputation of nonlinear reation-di�usion equations, whih is supposed to have an invariant region S, i.e. any loalsolution arising from a point in S is onstrained to lie in. Ho� onstruted a familyof �nit di�erene shemes for the equations. Under some assumptions he proved thatany trajetory starting in S will onverge to an asymptotially stable equilibrium, andS is also an invariant region of the di�erene equations. So Ho� obtained error es-timates uniform in time for the di�erene equations. In 1989, Larsson[5℄ studied thelong-time error estimates of �nite-element approximations of reation-di�usion equa-tion (below dimension 3). The distintion between [5℄ and [3℄ is that Larsson didn'tassume the equation has a invariant region but has an asymptotially stable hyperboliequilibrium, and so the trajetories onstrit to some neighbourhood of the equilibrium.� Reeived Otober 17, 1996.1)The Projet is supported by the National Siene Foundation of China.



398 H.J. WU AND R.H. LIHowever, by the standard �nite time error estimates one an show that the disretiza-tion solution will enter this neighbourhood. In 1992, Sanz-Serna and Stuart[6℄ obtainedan error estimates uniform in time for expliit di�erene sheme of one-dimensionalreation-di�usion equation by using analogous tehnique of [5℄. Note that all of aboveresults are obtained under the ondition that the ontinuous trajetories onverge to anasymptotially stable, hyperboli equilibrium and they are diÆult to be generalized.In this paper, we'll establish the relation between stability and onvergene, andthen obtain a suÆient ondition of long-time onvergene of disrete methods for moregeneral equation. Under suh a ondition we get an error estimate on the in�nite timeregion. Therefore, we provide an abstrat frame to prove onvergene. This methoddosen't assume the existene of an equilibrium. It an be used to both the �nite elementmethods and the di�erene methods, the expliit shemes and the impliit shemes.The paper is outlined as follows: In 2, we give de�nitions of stability, ompatibilityand overgene of disrete shemes on the in�nite time region. Espeially, we obtain atheorem whih states that the stability and ompatibility imply onvergene. In 3 and4, we apply this theorem to the problem in [5℄ and obtain the similar results; to theproblem in [6℄ and obtain the same results. In 5 we give an example whose ontinuoussolution is periodial in time. It an't inlude in the frame of [3℄, [5℄ or [6℄. But we anprove the long-time onvergene of an expliit di�erene sheme from this theorem.2. The Relation Between Stability and ConvergeneLet V be a Banah spae with norm k � k. We onsider the evolutionary equationsuh as: ut �Au� f(u) = g(t);u(0) = u0; (2.1)here A and f are operators on a dense subset of V to V . Let u(t) 2 V be a solution of(2.1).Let Vh be a �nite dimensional Banah spae with norm k � kh. It may or may notbe the subspae of V . Let ph be a operator from V to Vh. We denote the disretizationof (2.1) as follows: Bh;� (un+1h;� ) = Ch;� (unh;� ) + �gnh;� ; n = 0; 1; 2; � � �u0h;� = u0;h; (2.2)where gnh;� , u0;h 2 Vh, Bh;� and Ch;� are operators on Vh, h is spae step-size and � istime step-size, unh;� is the approximation to u(tn)(tn = n�).


